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Rationale: The study of protein synthesis in farm animals is uncommon despite its

potential to increase knowledge about metabolism and discover new biomarkers of

health and growth status. The present study describes a novel dynamic proteomics

approach for the measurement of protein fractional synthesis rate (FSR) in broiler

chickens.

Methods: Chickens received a 10 g/kg oral dose of 2H2O at day 21 of their life. Body

water 2H abundance was measured in plasma samples using a portable Fourier

transform infrared spectrometer. Free and protein-bound amino acids (AAs) were

isolated and had their 2H enrichment measured by gas chromatography with mass

spectrometry (GC/MS). Peptide 2H enrichment was measured by proteomics analysis

of plasma and muscle samples. Albumin, fibrinogen and muscle protein FSR were

calculated from GC/MS and proteomics data.

Results: Ala appeared to be more enriched at the site of protein synthesis than in the

AA free pools. Glu was found to be the AA closest to isotopic equilibrium between

the different AA pools. Glu was used as an anchor to calculate n(AA) values

necessary for chicken protein FSR calculation in dynamic proteomics studies. FSR

values calculated using proteomics data and GC/MS data showed good agreement as

evidenced by a Bland–Altman residual plot.

Conclusions: A new dynamic proteomics approach for the measurement of broiler

chicken individual protein FSR based on the administration of a single 2H2O oral

bolus has been developed and validated. The proposed approach could facilitate new

immunological and nutritional studies on free-living animals.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Protein turnover is critical for the maintenance of all cellular

processes and its disruption is associated with a wide range of

disorders, including cardiac and neurodegenerative diseases and

reduced growth.1–3 Although neglected for some time, its study is

now understood to be an essential part of systems biology

approaches that aim to understand whole-cell proteostasis, as mRNA

expression usually correlates poorly with net protein

concentration.4–6 The study of protein synthesis is also extremely

valuable from a biomarker discovery perspective due to the fact that

protein synthesis rates change rapidly in advance of measurable

changes in protein concentration.7 Moreover, the study of protein

turnover could reveal alterations in protein metabolism which would
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not result in an alteration of protein concentration, and therefore

could not be unravelled by static measurements of protein

concentration, which is determined by the balance between protein

synthesis and degradation. Despite of the importance of studying

protein synthesis, little work has been performed in the area related

to farm animals.

Lack of studies concerning protein synthesis is surprising in the

case of broiler chickens. Chickens can be regarded as a genetic and

physiological model system for the study of muscle growth.4

Moreover, poultry meat is currently the biggest meat industry

segment and global meat production is expected to reach 377 Mt by

2031.8 Studies of chicken protein dynamics have been mostly

limited to mixed muscle protein (MMP) turnover and mixed liver

protein turnover to a lesser degree.9–23 Notable exceptions to this

trend are the work of Barnes et al24 and Doherty et al.25 The

Barnes et al study reported hemopexin fractional synthesis rate

(FSR) during an immune challenge, in addition to mixed muscle and

liver protein synthesis, being the first and only measurements of a

chicken acute phase protein FSR, while the study of Doherty et al

reported individual sarcoplasmic protein turnover rate. Further

investigation of broiler chicken individual protein synthesis rate

could expand our current knowledge regarding broiler chicken

growth and immune function, especially as protein and amino acid

(AA) metabolism in chickens is intimately related with these

metabolic events.26

Most common strategies for the study of protein synthesis aim to

measure the incorporation of an isotopically labelled precursor into

the protein product. Studies of chicken protein synthesis have been

mostly limited to the use of radioactively labelled AAs first and AAs

labelled with stable isotopes later, these AAs (predominantly Phe and

Tyr) being administered intravenously or added to the chicken

diet.9,11,12,15–17,27 The method involving the intravenous

administration of a flooding dose of 15N-Phe followed by the

assessment of AA isotopic enrichment by gas chromatography with

mass spectrometry (GC/MS) seems to have become the gold standard

in the field with all studies of broiler protein synthesis in the last

decade having adopted it.19–23,28,29 These methods have been

associated with several problems such as difficulties in assessing the

true precursor enrichment at the site of synthesis (aminoacyl t-RNAs),

the necessity of confined conditions and the high cost of AA

tracers.30 The use of deuterated water (2H2O) as tracer eliminates

most of these problems as it is a safe and inexpensive tracer that can

be administered orally and equilibrates rapidly with body water (BW),

labelling all AAs across different cellular compartments.31–34 Studies

of protein synthesis using 2H2O usually follow one of two labelling

strategies. The most common protocol administers a loading dose of
2H2O, often followed by a series of ‘top-up’ 2H2O doses added to

drinking water. The aim being to calculate protein FSR by measuring

deuterium (2H) enrichment in the product over a pseudo-linear

increase phase following 2H2O administration.35,36 When continued

over the longer term, this strategy more obviously aims to increase

BW 2H enrichment to a plateau level maintained over time and

always requires subsequent 2H2O inputs following the initial

dose.35,37 FSR is calculated by fitting measured product 2H

enrichment to the theoretical exponential rise in enrichment (see

Equation 1 below). Early studies measured product 2H enrichment in

protein-bound AAs, usually by GC/MS, which limited protein FSR

calculation to isolated proteins or mixed tissue protein.34,38 As the

field progressed, the combination of 2H2O labelling with the use of

proteomics liquid chromatography (LC)/MS/MS platforms for the

measurement of peptide 2H enrichment gave birth to dynamic

proteomics studies capable of measuring individual protein FSR within

complex protein mixtures.39,40

An alternative labelling strategy was proposed which makes use

of a single-bolus dose of 2H2O for the calculation of protein FSR

over the period that deuterium oxide eliminates from the body

(elimination half-time of ca 7 days in adult humans; ca 2 days in

chicken).41–43 This approach was informed by the single exponential

tracer elimination kinetics established through experience of the

doubly labelled water method to measure total energy expenditure.44

This methodology further increases the convenience of 2H2O labelling

and it is also beneficial from an economic perspective as a lower

amount of tracer can be used. In this bolus tracer approach, FSR is

calculated by curve fit to a modified exponential model (Equation 4,

below). This approach could be especially appropriate for the study of

protein synthesis in free-living farm animals over the medium term. It

would be difficult to maintain steady 2H BW labelling as, unlike with

humans, it is difficult to time the ingestion of repeated doses while

the addition of 2H2O to drinking water would usually translate in

significant economic losses due to water spillage and further dosing

difficulties in animals that were not housed or in animals that were

housed together.

The study presented here aimed to develop a novel approach,

based on a single 2H2O oral bolus, to study individual protein FSR by

dynamic proteomics in broiler chickens. The secondary objective was

to check a number of underlying assumptions related to the use of
2H2O as an isotopic tracer in the broiler chicken as well as to define

some of the parameters needed for FSR calculation. Plasma free,

muscle free and liver free AA 2H enrichment is reported in addition to

albumin-bound, fibrinogen-bound and MMP-bound AA 2H

enrichment. This then allows a ‘conventional’ calculation of protein

FSR from bound-AA enrichment in isolated proteins (or bulk tissue

protein) as product. The proposed dynamic proteomics approach for

estimating FSR was applied and validated by comparison with a

GC/MS approach.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Experimental design and in vivo animal
procedures

All chemicals were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Gillingham, UK) unless

otherwise stated.

A total of 140, one-day-old, male Ross 308 broiler chicks

(PD Hook Hatcheries Ltd, UK) were part of two different animal trials
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held in June and August 2019 at the University of Glasgow Cochno

Farm and Research Centre. The first trial comprised two experimental

groups (‘Challenged’ and ‘Unchallenged’) while the second trial

comprised three experimental groups (‘Control Diet’, ‘Diet 1’ and

‘Diet 2’). Each experimental group comprised 28 chicks randomly

housed in groups of 7 across four replicate 2.5 m2 pens on a litter of

wood shavings. Table S1 summarizes the differences between

experimental groups. Access to feed and water was available ad

libitum over the entirety of the trials. Chicken starter (provided from

day 1 to 14) and grower (provided from day 14 onwards) corn-

soybean meal-based basal diets were designed in collaboration with

the company Nuscience (Ghent, Belgium). Details of the composition

of these diets can be found in Table S2. The quantity of nutrients

provided by the formulated diets was slightly suboptimal in

comparison with commercially available diets (approximately 97%

recommended energy and digestible AA requirements). Birds that

were part of the experimental groups Diet 1 and Diet 2 received a

modified version of the standard diet which contained a lemon-

derived feed additive (300 g/ton) and a cucumber-derived feed

additive (75 g/ton), respectively. Room temperature was set at 30�C

at the start of the trial and decreased 1�C each three days to a final

temperature of 23�C at the end of the experiment (day 25), as

recommended in the Ross 308 breeder management guide (Aviagen,

Midlothian, UK). A 23 h:1 h light:dark cycle was implemented from

day 1 to day 12, this cycle being changed to 18 h:6 h light:dark from

day 12 onwards. Broilers were weighed twice a week from the start

of the trial and climatized to handling by the start of the experiment.

All animal procedures were conducted under UK Home Office licence

(no. P4A4CA831) and approved by the University of Glasgow MVLS

College Ethics Committee.

Experiments started on day 21 of each chicken's life (0 h) when

five birds per pen were administered an oral dose of 2H2O (10 g/kg

99.8 atom percent 2H2O), which was dropped into the bird's beak

while its movement was restrained, using a 10 mL syringe. The 2H2O

dose volume aimed to raise BW 2H enrichment to > � 1% APE (atom

percent excess). At 1 h after 2H2O administration all birds received a

subcutaneous injection of Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide (from

E. coli O111:B4; 2 mg/mL) where the volume in mL was equal to the

bird's body weight in kg (for a final 2 mg/kg of body weight). Birds

from the Unchallenged experimental group were injected an equal

volume of sterile saline (0.9% sodium chloride). One 2H2O-dosed bird

from each pen was blood sampled and culled at 4, 24 and 48 h

timepoints while two dosed birds were blood sampled and culled at

96 h. The two undosed birds from each pen were blood sampled

and culled at 48 and 96 h. All chickens were culled by an overdose

(1.5–2 mL) intravenous injection of barbiturate (Euthatal 200 mg/mL,

Merial, UK).

Blood samples were collected from a wing vein using a syringe

and transferred into EDTA-coated tubes (Midmeds, Hertford, UK) and

their volume ranged between 1.5 and 2 mL. Blood tubes were

centrifuged (3000g) for 15 min at 4�C, and plasma was collected,

aliquoted and immediately frozen at �20�C. Samples from different

organs were collected from all chickens including breast muscle and

liver. All samples were snap-frozen at �80�C using a dry ice bath. At

the end of each day, plasma and tissue samples were transferred to a

�80�C freezer.

2.2 | Plasma Fourier transform infrared analysis

BW 2H abundance was directly measured from thawed plasma

samples using a portable Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy instrument (model 4500, Agilent, Cheadle, UK) by

measuring the absorbance of D–O bonds around a wavenumber of

2504 cm�1. FTIR spectroscopy has been applied previously for the

measurement of 2H abundance in saliva.45 The use of the Agilent

4500 portable FTIR instrument with DialPath transmission interface

for the measurement of 2H abundance in saliva and plasma had been

validated in our laboratory by comparing its accuracy with that of an

isotope ratio mass spectrometer (HYDRA 20–22, SerCon, Crewe, UK;

unpublished). Optimal resolution for this application was found to be

8 cm�1. A 100 μm optical pathlength and a 3 h instrument warm-up

time were used.

All plasma samples collected over the course of our experiments

had their 2H abundance measured. Two water standards (0 and

1000 mg/kg excess deuterium) were measured at the beginning and

end of each sample batch. All measurements (samples and standards)

were made in duplicate by pipetting a volume of 20 μL of plasma onto

the optical window. BW 2H abundance data were calculated using an

internal calibration model and exported from the manufacturer's

Microlab software and subsequent data analysis was performed in

Microsoft Excel.

For the determination of BW 2H enrichment, duplicate

measurements of 2H abundance (mg/kg) were first averaged and then

corrected by comparison with 2H abundance measured in the

standards, the protein content of plasma samples (assumed to be

4.5% in chicken) and the dilution factor resulting from the dead

volume remaining in the dosing syringes after 2H2O administration

(determined by weight difference). Measurements were transformed

to molar abundance from the weight/weight calibration of the FTIR

instrument. Finally, enrichment values were obtained by subtracting

baseline abundance calculated for a control chicken and expressed

in APE.

2.3 | Fibrinogen-bound AA purification

Fibrinogen was isolated from 0.8 mL plasma aliquots from samples

collected at each experimental timepoint as well as an unlabelled

sample from one pen for each of the three experimental groups in our

second experiment, for a total of 15 samples. The isolation method

was adapted from the work of Takeda.46 A plasma volume of 800 μL

was mixed with an equal volume of 0.09 M sodium citrate and 533 μL

of 4 M (NH4)2SO4, left to rest at room temperature for 5 min and

spun for 5 min at 1000g to form a pellet. The supernatant was

discarded and the pellet was washed three times with 1600 μL of 1 M

PEINADO-IZAGUERRI ET AL. 3 of 16
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(NH4)2SO4, resuspended in 600 μL of 0.005 M sodium citrate,

reprecipitated with 200 μL of 4 M (NH4)2SO4, washed again with

1600 μL of 1 M (NH4)2SO4 once and resuspended in 160 μL of

0.005 M sodium citrate. This fibrinogen solution was then

refrigerated for 1 h at 4�C and re-spun if a precipitate was observed.

The fibrinogen solution had 300 nmol of norvaline internal

standard (30 μL of 10mM) added before being freeze-dried. Glass

vials containing the fibrinogen pellet had 200 μL of 6 M HCL added

and were placed in a PTFE hydrolysis vessel, where an additional

volume of 6 M HCL to a maximum volume of 5 mL was added to the

vessel. Oxygen was excluded by gassing nitrogen into the vessel for

10 min before the vessel was quickly capped with its PTFE seal and

enclosed within a stainless steel pressure vessel (model 4748, Parr,

Moline, USA). Samples were hydrolysed in a programmed

temperature oven at 150�C for 4 h.

2.4 | Albumin-bound and plasma free AA
purification

Albumin-bound and plasma free AAs were obtained from plasma

samples collected at each experimental timepoint as well as an

unlabelled sample for one pen from each of our experimental groups

for a total of 25 samples. Plasma free AAs were separated from

plasma protein content following a trichloroacetic acid (TCA)

precipitation in the presence of a reducing agent as described by

Svagera et al.47 A plasma volume of 800 μL was mixed with 200 μL of

carbonate buffer (5mM Na2CO3) containing norvaline internal

standard (240 nmol), 200 μL of 0.5% tris(hydroxypropyl)phosphine

and 800 μL of 10% TCA before being spun for 10 min at 1000g. The

resulting supernatant containing acidified plasma free AAs was

poured directly onto a cation-exchange column and diluted to 10 mL

with deionized water.

The plasma protein pellet was resuspended in 800 μL of 10%

TCA, washed and spun twice before being resuspended again and

refrigerated at 4�C for 1 h, with supernatants being discarded. The

plasma protein suspension was then spun and the resulting pellet had

2 mL of 95% ethanol added in order to solubilize its albumin content

as reported by Korner and Debro.48 The mixture was centrifuged for

10 min at 1000g and its supernatant containing purified albumin was

aspirated. An amount of 200 μL of albumin-containing supernatant

had 30 μL of norvaline internal standard (10mM) added before being

freeze-dried prior to acid hydrolysis as previously described.

2.5 | Muscle protein-bound, muscle free and liver
free AA purification

The 25 muscle and liver samples from which AAs were obtained were

collected from the same birds from which the plasma samples utilized

for albumin isolation were collected. An amount of 200 mg of tissue

was mixed with a volume of 0.3 M NaOH (1 mL for liver samples and

1.5 mL for muscle samples) and 30 μL of norvaline internal standard

(10mM) was added. The resulting mixture was homogenized manually

using a glass rod before being incubated at 40�C for 1 h. The tissue

mixture was spun for 5 min at 1000g and the resulting supernatant

decanted into a new tube where 2 mL of 10% TCA was added before

being refrigerated at 4�C for 1 h and spun for 10 min at 1000g. The

resulting supernatant containing acidified muscle free AAs or liver

free AAs was poured directly into a cation-exchange column and

diluted to 10 mL with deionized water.

Liver protein pellets were discarded while muscle protein pellets

were washed twice with 1 mL of 10% TCA before 30 μL of norvaline

internal standard (10mM) was added. The pellets were then freeze-

dried and acid-hydrolysed as previously described.

2.6 | AA purification and derivatization

AA samples resulting from protein acid hydrolysis were resuspended

with 5 mL of deionised water. All AA samples were loaded into 10 mL

poly-Prep columns (Bio-Rad, Watford, UK) with a 2 mL bed volume of

Dowex 50W-X8 100–200 mesh cation-exchange resin, mounted on a

solid-phase extraction manifold. The columns were washed to waste

with 10 mL of deionized water and AAs were eluted into 10 mL glass

tubes with a volume of 5 mL of 4 M NH4OH followed by 2 mL of

deionized water. AA samples were vacuum-dried at 65�C for 7.5 h.

AAs were derivatized as ethoxy carbonyl ethyl esters following

the modifications of Svagera and co-workers.47,49 Briefly, 600 μL

(1.2 mL for protein-bound AA samples) of aqueous solvent (60:32:8,

deionized water/ethanol/pyridine) was added to the dry sample

and agitated before resting for 5 min. AAs were derivatized

with 600 μL of a combined organic extraction solvent (1.2 mL for

protein-bound AA samples) (10:6:1, isooctane/butyl acetate/ethyl

chloroformate). This was mixed with the aqueous AA solution and left

to rest for 5 min before being spun for 10 min at 1000g. A volume

of 400 μL was aspirated from the upper phase and placed into a

tapered GC vial along with ca 20 mg of anhydrous granular Na2SO4

as desiccant.

2.7 | AA GC/MS analysis

The deuterium enrichment in free and bound AAs was measured by

GC/MS, using a model 5977C (Agilent, Cheadle, UK). The GC system

was fitted with a 20 m � 0.18 mm ID � 0.36 μm film column with a

5 m retention gap (Rxi-5Sil MS, Thames Restek, UK). Samples (1 μL)

of the derivatized AAs were injected in splitless mode into an inert

glass liner held at 280�C. The column oven temperature programme

started at 80�C, being held for 1.5 min before being ramped at

8�C/min to 320�C and held for 0.5 min. The carrier gas was helium

and the flow rate was constant at 0.7 mL/min.

The MS ion source was operated in electron ionization mode with

a selected ion monitoring sequence of eight groups. The masses

monitored conformed to the base peak as reported in the literature

for this derivative.50 In each case the base peak (M+) and M + 1 peak
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were monitored. Higher masses were not monitored as the

application uses relatively low enrichments so that the chance of an

AA containing more than one deuterium atom is minimal. In the case

of Phe, two fragment ion groups were monitored. Ions at 176 Da (and

177 Da) and 91 Da (and 92 Da) were monitored to confirm that the

mechanism of labelling indispensable AAs involved exchange of a

single H atom at C2, which is contained in the 176 Da fragment but

not in the 91 Da fragment. Use of eight selected ion monitoring

groups maintained sensitivity by allowing a small number of masses to

be monitored in each group, while detector gain could be optimized in

each group.

The manufacturer's Masshunter software was used to integrate

peak area response and to export all data to an Excel spreadsheet. 2H

enrichment was calculated for each AA and was expressed in units of

mole % excess (MPE).

2.8 | Sodium dodecylsulfate–polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)

Five chicken plasma samples were used to check the purity of isolated

albumin and fibrinogen. Albumin was purified from three samples

while fibrinogen was purified from two samples. An amount of 10 μg

of protein was denatured at 95�C for 4 min in 4� Laemmli buffer and

1 M dithiothreitol (DTT). Samples were loaded into a Criterion XT

precast gel of 4–12% Bis-Tris (Bio-Rad, Watford, UK). The gel was run

at 145 V for 1.5 h in XT-MES running buffer (Bio-Rad, Watford, UK),

stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 and destained with

destaining solution (10/50/40, acetic acid/methanol/deionized

water). Gel images were taken using a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc XRS

instrument (Bio-Rad, Watford, UK).

2.9 | Muscle protein extraction for proteomics

Protein content was extracted for proteomics analysis from the same

muscle samples from which muscle free and protein-bound AAs were

extracted, except for the samples collected at the 4 h timepoint, for a

total of 20 samples. Protein extraction procedure was adapted from

the work of Almeida and co-workers.51 An amount of 200 mg of

tissue was mixed with 1 mL of 50mM ammonium bicarbonate, 8 M

urea, 2 M thiourea and 10 μL of Halt™ protease inhibitor cocktail

(100�) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Renfrew, UK). A 5 mm diameter

stainless steel milling ball was added to the tube. The mixture was

homogenized using a Retsch MM400 oscillating mill (Retsch GmbH,

Haan, Germany) for 2 min at 30 Hz. Samples were spun for 6 min at

12 500g and the resulting supernatant was collected. An amount

of 100 μL of the collected supernatant was mixed with 900 μL of

SDS buffer (4% SDS, 100mM Tris/HCL (pH 8.2), 0.1 M DTT),

heated for 5 min at 95�C and placed for 10 min in an ultrasonic

bath (U100, Ultrawave, Cardiff, UK). Protein content was assessed

using a Pierce 660 nm protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

Renfrew, UK).

2.10 | LC/MS/MS data acquisition and
isotopologue abundance extraction

Twenty-five plasma aliquots of the samples from which plasma free

AAs and albumin-bound AAs were purified and the 20 protein

extracts obtained from muscle samples were analysed by LC/MS/MS

using an UltiMate 3000 RSLnano LC system coupled to either a Q

Exactive HF-X (muscle samples) or a Q Exactive HF (plasma samples)

mass spectrometer equipped with an EASY-Spray source (Thermo

Fisher Scientific, Renfrew, UK). Samples (50 μg protein content) were

solubilized in 2% SDS and 100mM triethylammonium bicarbonate

(pH 7.55). Proteins were reduced and alkylated (15mM

tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, 25mM chloroacetamide) at 45�C for

60 min. Then, proteins were digested with trypsin (Promega,

Wisconsin, USA) and Lys-C (Wako, Osaka, Japan) (protein:enzyme

ratio 1:50, 16 h at 37�C) using a single-tube, solid-phase-enhanced

sample preparation method.52 Peptides were loaded into an Acclaim

PepMap 100 C18 LC column (5 μm particle size, 100 μm diameter,

20 mm length) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Renfrew, UK) followed by an

EASY-Spray PepMap RSLC C18 column (2 μm particle size, 75 μm

diameter, 500 mm length) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Renfrew, UK)

operated at 45�C and separated using a 60 min effective gradient

(buffer A: 0.1% formic acid; buffer B: 100% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic

acid) at a flow rate of 250 nL/min. The gradient used was: from 2% to

6% of buffer B in 2 min, from 6% to 33% B in 58 min, from 33% to

45% B in 2 min, plus an additional 10 min at 98% B. Peptides were

sprayed at 1.5 kV into the mass spectrometer and the capillary

temperature was set to 300�C. The mass spectrometer was operated

in a data-dependent mode with the top 12 (muscle samples) or top

10 (plasma samples) ions being selected for fragmentation. Intensity

threshold was either ≥3.5e5 (muscle samples) or ≥2.2e4 (plasma

samples) and charges +1 and > +6 were excluded. Mass spectra were

acquired from 350 to 1400 m/z with a resolution of 60 000 FWHM

(200 m/z).

Fifteen plasma aliquots of the samples from which fibrinogen was

purified were also analysed by LC/MS/MS using an Acquity M-class

nano LC system coupled to a Synapt G2Si mass spectrometer

equipped with a nanospray source (Waters, Prague, Czech Republic).

Plasma was precipitated with 9 volumes of ice-cold acetone

overnight, centrifuged and the resulting pellet dissolved in 8 M urea.

Samples (100 μg protein content) were reduced (10mM DTT, 100mM

ammonium bicarbonate) at 37�C for 60 min. Alkylation (50mM

iodoacetamide, 100mM ammonium bicarbonate) was performed in

the dark for 30 min. Then, proteins were digested with trypsin

(Promega, Wisconsin, USA) (protein:enzyme ratio 1:100, 16 h at

37�C). Peptides were loaded into a nanoEase MZ Symmetry C18 Trap

column (5 μm particle size, 180 μm diameter, 20 mm length) (Waters,

Prague, Czech Republic) followed by a nanoEase HSS T3 column

(1.8 μm particle size, 75 μm diameter, 100 mm length) (Waters,

Prague, Czech Republic) operated at 40�C and separated using a

115 min effective gradient (buffer A: 0.1% formic acid; buffer B:

100% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) at a flow rate of 300 nL/min. The

gradient used was: 5% of buffer B from 0 to 5 min, from 5% to 35% B
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in 115 min, plus an additional 8 min at 85% B. Peptides were sprayed

at 2.8 kV into the mass spectrometer with the source temperature

being set to 80�C and the desolvation temperature being set to

220�C. The mass spectrometer was operated in a fast data-dependent

mode with the top 10 ions being selected for fragmentation. Intensity

threshold was ≥6000 and charges +1 and > +6 were excluded. Mass

spectra were acquired from 300 to 2000 m/z with a resolution of

20 000 FWHM.

Protein identification from Thermo raw files was performed using

MaxQuant 2.0.1.0 (Andromeda search engine) while protein

identification from Waters raw files was performed using the instance

of MSAmanda which is embedded in Skyline (version 21.1.0.146)

(MacCoss Lab, University of Washington, USA).53–55 Identification

was performed against a Gallus gallus database (Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL,

34 808 sequences, accessed June 23, 2021). Cysteine

carbamidomethylation was set as a fixed modification while

methionine oxidation and protein N-terminal acetylation were set as

variable modifications. A maximum of two missed cleavages per

peptide were allowed following trypsin digestion. Peptides and

proteins were filtered at 1% false discovery rate (calculated from

posterior error probability scores for Thermo data and q-value scores

for Waters data). For repeated peptides, only an instance assigned to

the leading razor protein was considered for analysis.

Peptide mass isotopologue intensities were mined using Skyline.

A spectral library was built by Skyline BiblioSpec tool using the results

from the peptide search and proteome raw data. The number of

transitions to be displayed was limited to four (M0 to M3). Peptides

were manually selected for FSR calculation based on the consistency

of their peak shape quality (Gaussian peak shape considered optimal)

and absence of interfering transitions across all samples within the

same batch. Six different albumin peptides were selected from the

25 plasma samples from which albumin had been purified, six

different fibrinogen peptides (three corresponding to its alpha

subunit, one to its beta subunit and two to its gamma subunit) were

selected from the 15 plasma samples from which fibrinogen had been

purified and six different myosin heavy chain (MYHC) peptides were

selected from the 20 analysed muscle samples. Mass isotopologue

intensity was exported from Skyline and subsequent data analysis was

performed in Microsoft Excel.

Peptide 2H abundance was calculated as described elsewhere

using the following formula37:

Peptidemol% MPð Þ¼MPM1�1þMPM2�2þMPM3�3 ð1Þ

where MPMi is determined as

MPMi ¼ Mi=
X

M0…M3ð Þ
h i

�100% ð2Þ

Similar to the rest of the 2H enrichment calculations, peptide

baseline 2H abundance was measured for each pen undosed chicken

which was subtracted from that measured at each timepoint in order

to obtain peptide enrichment (MPE).

2.11 | FSR calculation

The equations used to calculate protein FSR following a single 2H2O

bolus administration are derived from the equation (Equation 3) that

has been used in many protein FSR studies, usually based on the

assumption of a single compartment, which aims to fit the labelling of

the product (peptide or protein-bound AAs) to an exponential growth

curve35,37,40:

Product labelling¼ asymptotic labelling� 1�e�k1�t
� � ð3Þ

This equation allows the calculation of the rate constant (k1) by

the least squares method, being preferable to have product labelling

data from, at least, four different timepoints. In this study this

calculation was facilitated by the SOLVER function in Microsoft Excel,

which made use of peptide 2H enrichment data from five different

birds culled at 4, 24, 48 and 96 h post-2H2O administration as well as

an undosed bird as baseline. For MMP and myosin FSR calculation,

data from four different birds were used as the 4 h timepoint was

excluded due to the low 2H enrichment found in muscle samples

during a pilot analysis (data not shown). This decision had the

objective to maximize economic and time efficiency. It should be

noted that, as a result of culling one chicken at each timepoint,

calculated FSR values in this study refer to each experimental pen

instead of individual birds.

Following a plateau labelling experimental design, the

asymptotic product labelling represents the maximum value that the

product will eventually reach and that reflects the labelling reached

by the precursor pool shortly after 2H2O administration, which is

maintained throughout the experiment. However, when a single

bolus labelling approach is being applied, precursor pool labelling

will steadily decline after an initial maximum value. The rate of

decline in precursor labelling (k2) is assumed to be equal in BW and

free AA pools due to their fast equilibration. BW k2 was expressed as

the slope of the regression line that relates the elimination of the

natural logarithm of BW 2H enrichment with time for each

individual pen.

When using a GC/MS approach for the calculation of protein FSR

based on the measurement of a protein-bound AA enrichment as

product and free AA enrichment as precursor, Equation (4) should be

used when a plateau labelling strategy is applied while Equation (5)

would be its equivalent when a single bolus labelling strategy is

applied. The difference between the kinetic models is graphically

represented in Figure S1.

B¼ f� 1�e�k1�t
� � ð4Þ

B¼ f�ek2�t� 1�e�k1�t
� � ð5Þ

where B is the enrichment of a protein-bound AA at a certain

timepoint (t) and f is the maximum enrichment of that AA in the

free pool.
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A variation of Equation (4) and Equation (5) can be expressed

when using measurements of BW 2H enrichment as the precursor

from which asymptotic product labelling can be calculated. However,

as BW is not the precursor for protein synthesis, an additional factor

is introduced that relates BW enrichment to AA enrichment. This

describes the maximum apparent number of 2H atoms that can be

incorporated by each AA and is often expressed as n(AA). In a plateau

labelling protocol this can be determined from free AA enrichment

once isotopic equilibrium has been established. As the true precursor

enrichment is not necessarily the same as the measured free pool

enrichment, plateau labelling can be continued until fast-turnover

proteins have come to isotopic equilibrium and n(AA) can be

measured in the protein pool. To determine n(AA) values in a single-

bolus protocol an alternative approach is required. Free AA 2H

enrichment measurements can be plotted against BW 2H enrichment

at each timepoint. The slope of this linear regression gives a measure

of n(AA) in the particular free pool as AA labelling from BW is rapid.

The following equation would then be used to estimate FSR:

B¼ p�n AAð Þ�ek2�t� 1�e�k1�t
� � ð6Þ

where p represents the maximum 2H BW enrichment expressed

as the exponential of the intercept of the regression line of the

natural logarithm of BW 2H enrichment with time for each

individual pen.

Dynamic proteomics approaches allow the measurement of

peptide 2H labelling (E), which can be used as the product for FSR

calculation. The sum of the n(AA) values for each AA present in the

peptide motif is calculated to derive an n(pep) value. As a result, we

obtain an equation (Equation 7) that allows the calculation of FSR for

each peptide from proteomics data following a single 2H2O bolus

labelling approach:

E¼ p�n pepð Þ�ek2�t� 1�e�k1�t
� � ð7Þ

Accurate n(pep) calculation requires a curated list of n(AA) values.

The method previously described for the calculation of n(AA) does not

allow a full list to be obtained because several AAs are not readily

analysed following the derivatization method applied for GC/MS

analysis. Additionally, it has been previously observed that free AA

enrichment values may not accurately represent the enrichment of

the true precursor pool for protein synthesis (aminoacyl t-RNAs). This

observation had led previous studies to develop innovative methods

to determine n(AA) from product enrichment data.37,39,40 A novel

approach appropriate for the tracer bolus design described here has

been developed in order to determine an n(AA) list from product

enrichment data.

This approach uses an anchor AA from which n(AA) values will be

derived for other AAs. The chosen anchor AA should be as close as

possible to isotopic equilibrium between the measured free AA pools

as well as having a 2H elimination rate (AA k2) close to BW 2H

elimination rate (k2) and to incorporate sufficient deuterium to

facilitate its precise measurement. The chosen anchor AA can also be

the one used for GC/MS-based FSR calculation (Equation 6). Glu was

the chosen anchor AA here (details in Section 3).

The n(AA) values for AAs other than Glu were then obtained by

multiplying n(Glu), determined as the slope of the regression line that

relates Glu 2H enrichment to BW 2H enrichment, by the ratio of the

enrichment of each AA to Glu in the protein-bound AA pool. The

latter was obtained from the slope of the regression line that relates

each AA to Glu 2H enrichment through all analysed protein-bound AA

samples. The underlying principle being that AA enrichment ratio in

the bound pool will reflect that in the true precursor pool.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | BW 2H enrichment

Elimination plots were created by plotting BW 2H enrichment (ln APE)

against time for each pen in both experiments. Among the two

available 96 h measurements for each pen, the one that best fitted

the regression line was chosen, based on the lowest root mean square

error. This action was taken to save the expense and complexity of

additional AA and peptide analysis and because it had been observed

that some birds regurgitated a portion of the dose which would result

in lower enrichment in the free AA and protein pools in that bird.

Average BW 2H elimination half-time was 1.92 days in the first

experiment and 2.03 days in the second experiment. Average initial

BW 2H enrichment was 1.26 APE in the first experiment and 1.46

APE in the second experiment. Among the four replicate pens

available from each experimental group, the pen with the highest R2

was selected for plasma, muscle and liver free AA 2H enrichment

analysis as well as albumin and MMP isolation and bound AA 2H

enrichment analysis. Pens with the second highest R2 value from the

second experiment were selected for fibrinogen isolation and bound

AA 2H enrichment analysis.

3.2 | Free AA 2H enrichment

Aggregated free AA 2H enrichment data (MPE) from 25 analysed

samples corresponding to one pen per experimental group were

plotted against BW 2H enrichment in order to calculate n(AA) for

different AAs for each of the free AA pools analysed (Figure 1). It

should be noted that muscle free AA enrichment data appeared

noisier than other datasets, probably due to the lower free AA

concentration in these samples. AA 2H enrichment calculated for low-

enrichment/low-concentration AA was not judged adequately precise

for analysis.

A comparison between calculated n(AA) values across the

different pools (Table S3) revealed differences in AA enrichment. The

difference between Ala and Leu extracellular and intracellular n

(AA) values was notable with intracellular n(Ala) being 25% lower than

extracellular and intracellular n(Leu) being almost 30% lower.

Logarithmic plots of 2H enrichment against time (Figure S2) showed
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that while most AAs show a similar 2H elimination rate (AA k2)

compared to BW (BW k2; �0.013 h�1) in the plasma free pool,

differences can be observed across the intracellular free pools. Leu k2

appeared slower than BW k2 across both intracellular pools

(�0.008 h�1 in muscle and �0.002 h�1 in liver) while Ala k2

(�0.007 h�1) was slower than BW elimination in the liver free pool.

Overall, results obtained from free AA 2H enrichment suggest

evidence for compartmentation with different AA pools having

greater effect on the apparent isotopic equilibration between BW and

free AA. Glu was the AA that came closest to isotopic equilibrium

between the different analysed pools and showed a Glu k2 of

�0.011 h�1 in plasma, �0.013 h�1 in muscle and �0.010 h�1 in liver.

3.3 | Protein-bound AA 2H enrichment

SDS-PAGE was used to assess the purity of albumin and fibrinogen

extracts (Figure S3).56

It should be noted that the acid hydrolysis procedure that was

applied in order to free AAs from the protein backbone, allowing the

analysis of protein-bound AAs, causes the deamidation of Asn and

Gln. This means that while our free AA datasets show the true

enrichment of Glu and Asp, our protein-bound AA datasets combine

the enrichment of Glu with Gln and Asp with Asn. Recently

published literature n(AA) values have shown very similar 2H

enrichments for Glu and Gln which lead us to trust the data for

these AAs.40 However, Asp and Asn reported 2H enrichment values

were different enough to avoid using the aggregated Asp/Asn data

collected as they would not be comparable to the free Asp or free

Asn data.

It was observed that 2H enrichment ratios between AAs were

different across the different pools, especially when comparing free

and protein-bound AA pools. An example of this observation is the

relation between Glu and Ala 2H enrichment across the different

analysed AA pools (Figure S4). 2H enrichment ratios show that Glu

was more enriched than Ala in the free AA pools (as plasma free n

(AA) had shown) while Ala seemed to be more enriched than Glu in

the three protein-bound AA pools analysed in this study. This

observation suggests that n(Ala) is higher than n(Glu) in the true

precursor pool. Further evidence for this phenomenon can be found

when looking at the ratios between these AAs and BW 2H

enrichment over time (Figure 2). It can be observed how albumin-

bound Ala and fibrinogen-bound Ala 2H enrichment ratio to BW

increased beyond the values observed in all analysed free pools which

indicates that n(Ala) at the true site of synthesis was greater than that

in the analysed free pools. Contrarily, protein-bound Glu ratio

increased over time until reaching similar values to those in the free

analysed pools (apparent isotopic equilibrium) but did not increase

beyond those values. Leu was shown to have a similar behaviour to

Ala while Gly behaved similarly to Glu (data not shown).

3.4 | Determination of n(AA)

Glu was the AA chosen as anchor for the calculation of the other n

(AA) values. Data from three different free AA pools and three

protein-bound AA pools support this choice. Glu was the AA whose

enrichment gradient between extracellular and intracellular free pools

was the lowest and showed a consistent 2H elimination rate (k2)

across the free pools. Additionally, protein-bound AA enrichment

ratios to BW seemed to reach similar levels to those found in the free

pools. The data imply that Glu is the analysed AA which is closer to

isotopic equilibrium across the different analysed tissues in our broiler

chicken experiment.

The n(Glu) value calculated from liver free AA (3.67) was the

value chosen as an anchor. As we observed a compartmentation

effect on the overall enrichment of free AA, we decided it was best to

use a measurement in a pool closer to the site of synthesis and not

consider plasma free n(Glu) enrichment (3.71). With regards to

muscle, muscle free n(Glu) (3.36) could have been averaged with the

F IGURE 1 Liver free alanine (blue) and
glutamate (green) 2H enrichment against BW 2H
enrichment. Slopes of the regression lines
represent liver n(AA) value. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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liver derived value in order to obtain an average tissue n(Glu) but as

the muscle free AA dataset was weaker and less precise, liver derived

n(Glu) appeared the better choice.

Different AA enrichment ratios to Glu in the three analysed

protein-bound pools were averaged in order to obtain the ratio that

would be used for n(AA) calculation. Ratios were determined for Gly,

Ala, Pro, Val, Leu, Ile and Phe. The methods used in this study did not

make the determination of other AA enrichment ratios from

experimental data for various reasons: imprecise measurement at low

enrichment (Met, Lys, Trp and Tyr); poor derivatization yield (Ser, Thr);

heavy fragmentation in the MS ion source (His); oxidation during

processing (Cys), Arg reacts but does not form a volatile derivative

using the chosen reagents; Asn/Asp enrichment data being combined

as a result of acid hydrolysis. Ratios for these AAs were determined

from an available literature n(AA) table. The reference literature n

(AA) table has conventionally been the one obtained from

Commerford et al, data using tritiated water in mice.57 The use of this

table in modern dynamic proteomics studies has been supported by

its close correlation with the direct measurement of plasma free AA

enrichment.39 However, it was decided to use the more recent n

(AA) table of Ilchenko and co-workers as a reference as this was

produced with the original aim of being used in dynamic proteomics

studies and used the most recent technology available.40 Therefore,

missing AA enrichment ratios were calculated as the ratio between n

(Glu) and the appropriate AA n in the n(AA) table of Ilchenko and

co-workers.

The resulting n(AA) table (Table 1) shows two values which could

be considered above theory. Reported n(Ala) is 4.59 while Ala can

only incorporate four 2H atoms into its structure; similarly, reported n

(Leu) is 1.3 when, as an essential AA, it should not incorporate more

than one 2H atom. However, n is defined as the apparent number of
2H atoms incorporated into an AA and is derived from the relation

between BW and aminoacyl t-RNA 2H enrichment. As a result, these

n(AA) values might be reflecting other phenomena affecting the

precursor pool such as tracer recycling, compartmentation effects,

kinetic delays or a combination.

Values of n(pep) calculated for four different peptides

(TCVADENAENCDK, SIHTLFGDK, LVQEVTDFAK, FPNAEFAEITK)

using the calculated n(AA) table were compared with n(pep) values

calculated using n(AA) values from the two literature tables previously

F IGURE 2 Ala/BW (A) and Glu/BW (B) 2H enrichment ratio over time in the plasma free AA pool (red), muscle free AA pool (orange), liver
free AA pool (brown), albumin-bound AA pool (green), muscle-bound AA pool (blue) and fibrinogen-bound AA pool (purple). Each data point
represents the mean ± SD of five independent measurements, each of them collected from one of the analysed pens. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 Calculated broiler chicken n(AA).

Name Three-letter code n(AA)

Glutamine Gln 3.67

Asparagine Asn 0.69

Serine Ser 1.61

Glycine Gly 1.34

Threonine Thr 0.10

Alanine Ala 4.59

Aspartic acid Asp 2.55

Proline Pro 0.57

Methionine Met 1.02

Valine Val 0.78

Glutamic acid Glu 3.67

Histidine His 1.40

Lysine Lys 0.12

Leucine Leu 1.30

Isoleucine Ile 0.76

Phenylalanine Phe 0.84

Cysteine Cys 1.53

Tyrosine Tyr 0.75

Arginine Arg 1.36

Tryptophan Trp 0.00
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mentioned. On average, calculated n(pep) values were 15% higher

than the ones obtained from Ilchenko data and 4% lower than the

ones obtained from Commerford data.

3.5 | Broiler chicken FSR

Broiler chicken albumin FSR, MMP FSR and fibrinogen FSR were

calculated using Equation (6) for the different pens from which

protein-bound AA data had been collected using protein-bound Glu
2H enrichment and n(Glu). Six different albumin, MYHC and

fibrinogen peptides identified in the proteomics analysis and manually

selected in Skyline as described above had their FSR calculated using

Equation (7) (Table 2). Results were in agreement with expected

values for these proteins, fibrinogen being the one with the fastest

FSR and MMP showing a lower rate of synthesis. These data were

not powered to allow any significant claim to be made on the effect

of the different experimental variables on protein FSR, but a

reduction in albumin FSR and MMP FSR following an immune

challenge is coherent with previous reports on albumin being a

negative acute phase protein in broiler chicken and growth being

compromised under stress conditions.58

A Bland–Altman residual plot was created with the aim of

comparing protein FSR values calculated using the two different

methodologies described in this study (Figure 3).59 Albumin FSR

values calculated from albumin-bound Glu enrichment were

compared with the mean albumin peptide FSR value calculated from

proteomics data. MMP FSR values calculated from MMP-bound Glu

enrichment were compared with the mean MYHC peptide FSR value

calculated from proteomics data. Fibrinogen FSR values calculated

from fibrinogen-bound Glu enrichment were compared with the mean

fibrinogen peptide FSR value calculated from proteomics data. A good

agreement was found between the GC/MS method and the dynamic

proteomics method with the mean residual value being �4.24% day�1

and only one measurement appearing outside the limit of agreement.

Figure 4 shows the regression line that results from the

comparison of GC/MS and proteomics FSR calculated values which

has a slope of 1.41. Lin's coefficient of concordance (ρc), which

evaluates how a set of paired values compare to the 45� bisector

angle and is an alternative method to evaluate the agreement

between measurements, showed a value of 0.865 (95% CI: >0.7594

or <0.9262).60 This results indicates an excellent agreement as

interpreted by Altman (ρc > 0.80) although it can also be regarded as a

poorer agreement following the interpretation of McBride (lower

CI < 0.9).61,62

4 | DISCUSSION

A new approach, pairing a single 2H2O bolus labelling strategy with

dynamic proteomics for the measurement of protein FSR, has been

described and validated in this study. This method is especially

convenient for its application in animal research and it also offers an

economic alternative to other more established methods. Results

from this study showed that some common assumptions in the study

of protein dynamics may not always be fulfilled, at least in broiler

chickens. In order to account for some of the observed phenomena, a

novel method for the determination of the pattern of free AA labelling

with respect to BW (n(AA)) has been developed. Broiler chicken

individual protein FSRs have been calculated using two independent

approaches, with good agreement between them. The agreement

between these methods provides indirect support for the novel

method used to estimate n(AA).

Not only is the proposed protein labelling methodology

convenient for use in farm animals, but the analytical pipeline has also

been optimized to allow on-farm measurements of 2H enrichment by

using a portable FTIR spectrometer. However, from an experimental

design perspective, the present study has certain limitations which are

important to consider. Oral 2H2O administration to broiler chickens

was performed by using a syringe to drop 2H2O into the chicken's

beak instead of a gavage device. This decision was made with the aim

to minimize chicken stress but resulted in frequent loss of some 2H2O

making it impossible to control the exact amount of 2H2O

administered. The equilibration of orally administered 2H2O with BW

was observed to occur more slowly than in other species of similar

body size, such as rodents, or as scaled from body size, in humans or

dogs.41,63 After 1 h, measurements of BW 2H enrichment showed

incomplete BW labelling compared with 4 h (data not shown). Slow

oral 2H2O equilibration with BW in broiler chickens might be due to

fluid hold-up in the crop. This phenomenon may limit the accuracy of

estimating fast-turnover protein FSR (FSR ≥ 200% day�1) following

oral 2H2O administration in chicken. However, timepoints selected in

this study aimed to provide data that allowed the calculation of a

wide range of protein FSRs without particularly targeting fast or slow

proteins. Muscle protein FSR was estimated using data collected at

four different timepoints due to the low 2H enrichment found in the

4 h samples; a selection of later sampling timepoints may have

improved the accuracy of these estimates. Contrarily, estimates of

fast-turnover protein FSR would have benefitted from an increased

number of sampling points in the early stages of the labelling period.

Careful experimental design is key for an accurate calculation of

protein FSR. Further studies using 2H2O in farm animals would

require appropriate planning and pilot experiments that allow

informed decisions about experimental design from a physiological

and practical perspective. It should be noted that studies on larger

animals would allow repeated blood sampling from the same

individuals and the calculation of plasma protein FSR at an individual

animal level.

Results from this study suggest that assumptions made by us and

others, relating to a simple precursor pool, may not be representative

of the detailed biology. Results from early mammalian studies using
2H2O labelling observed that 2H2O equilibrates rapidly with BW and

labels free AA pools across all cellular compartments.31–33,35,38 This

fast equilibration would eliminate inconveniences related with the use

of labelled AAs as isotopic tracers such as true precursor

determination or tracer recycling and would allow the use of plasma
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free AA enrichment as a proxy for aminoacyl t-RNA enrichment. The

observation of different AA 2H elimination rates compared to BW in

different cellular compartments and increased 2H enrichment at the

site of protein synthesis for some AAs could be explained by

compartmentation and tracer recycling phenomena which would

imply that, while the use of 2H2O alleviates the impact of these

metabolic phenomena in protein FSR calculation, it does not eliminate

them, so they should still be taken into consideration for the most

accurate FSR estimation. However, observed results may be exclusive

to the broiler chicken model and not fully extrapolated to mammalian

species. The fact that Ala and Leu were the two AAs for which 2H at

the site of synthesis seemed to be the highest compared with the

analysed free AA pools contrasts with previous studies on Ala

enrichment, whose 2H labelling has been the most extensively

studied.31,33,38 Chickens consume starchy diets and have higher and

more variable plasma glucose concentrations than mammals, which

have tighter insulin control.64 High glucose promotes a high glycolytic

flux with the resulting pyruvic acid production, which on

transamination, forms Ala. A high pyruvate flux may disturb the

labelling pattern from BW in comparison to mammals. The

intracellular site of protein breakdown, de novo AA synthesis and site

of protein synthesis may be influenced by compartmentation with the

potential for varying Ala enrichment in different compartments. The

case of Leu is more difficult to explain from simply a broiler chicken

perspective but studies using labelled AAs have reported Leu and

other indispensable AAs are more prone to tracer recycling where

intracellular free enrichment increases with time as their

concentration, unlike dispensable AAs, is not elevated relative to the

extracellular free AA pool.65,66 As well as low enrichment in some

fast-turnover pools, this phenomenon may cause enrichment to

increase with time due to re-entry of tracer into the free pool

(recycling). The effect could have been amplified by the single-bolus
2H2O labelling experimental design although a plateau labelling

experimental design is fundamentally a series of 2H2O boli and

should therefore show a similar pattern. Briefer measurement

periods will reduce this phenomenon in either case. It would seem

prudent to limit the measurement period in future uses of the

single-bolus D2O dose to one tracer elimination half-time (ca

48 hours in 1 kg chicken) rather than two, as is feasible when simply

considering the tracer enrichments observed. It would be of interest

to confirm the protein-bound AA 2H labelling pattern established

in this study while following an extended plateau labelling protocol

so that a comparison of bound AA 2H enrichment ratios could

be performed.

The observations related to differential 2H AA labelling across

free pools motivated the calculation of an n(AA) table specific for our

experiments. The method as applied was informed by studies in which

n(AA) values have been derived from peptide enrichment data but

made use of available protein-bound AA enrichment ratios

instead.37,39,40 Our n(AA) calculation was limited by the modest tracer

levels used and the AA enrichment analysis pipeline chosen, which

needed to be complemented by literature data in order to obtain AA

enrichment ratios relative to Glu for all AAs. The resulting n(AA) table

showed values comparable to those available in the literature and

produced n(pep) values that were, on average, between the results

obtained by using other reference tables. It is important to highlight

that calculated n(Ala) and n(Leu) values were higher than the

F IGURE 3 Bland–Altman residual plot comparing FSR values
calculated using the two different methods described in this study. In
the X axis, the mean between two independent measurements of FSR
is represented. On the Y axis, residual FSR calculated by subtracting
the proteomics FSR estimate from the protein-bound AA derived FSR
estimate is represented. Blue line represents the mean residual value
(d) across all measurements (n = 13). Purple lines represent the limits

of agreement, calculated as d ± 2 � residual standard deviation. Dot
colours: light blue = unchallenged; red = challenged; dark
blue = control diet; yellow = diet 1; green = diet 2. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 4 GC/MS calculated FSR values (X axis) against

proteomics calculated FSR values (Y axis). Solid line represents the
45� line of no difference to which values are compared by Lin's
concordance correlation coefficient. Discontinuous line represents
the regression line of calculated FSR values. Dot colours: light
blue = unchallenged; red = challenged; dark blue = control diet;
yellow = diet 1; green = diet 2. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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theoretical amount of 2H atoms that can be incorporated into the AA

structure. These values are the result of the phenomena that have

been described in the previous paragraph and an accurate estimation

of the apparent 2H labelling of those AAs at the site of protein

synthesis. Results obtained for n(Pro) are consistent with the finding

of Ilchenko et al and notably lower than those obtained by

Commerford et al and applied by Price et al. These results are

coherent with reports on humans and broiler chickens on Pro being

derived from the diet and suggesting that a low rate of de novo

synthesis is normal in an adequate diet.41,67,68 The case of Pro may be

an example of technical limitations present in the pioneering work of

Commerford et al that may have led to an overestimation of Pro

enrichment due to an incomplete separation from Glu during the

cation exchange procedure as applied. Similar to the analysis

performed in this study, the Commerford method was not capable

of discriminating between Asp and Asn which was proven

important by the results of Ilchenko et al. These examples support

our choice of using the Ilchenko et al data to derive the enrichment

ratios of missing AA to Glu. It is worth noting that none of the

aforementioned n(AA) tables is likely to be completely accurate. AA

labelling at the site of synthesis is a dynamic phenomenon that

would likely be different for different species, tissues and metabolic

states as has been previously observed.35,40 A compromise must be

reached between FSR calculation accuracy and practicality of the

analysis. Reported n(AA) values in this study have been calculated

by pooling data from broiler chickens undergoing different

experimental conditions and with more than likely individual

differences in AA metabolism. However, these values are more

representative of broiler chicken AA metabolism and the

experimental conditions in the present study than other (mammalian)

n(AA) values in the literature as well as a good foundation for

comparative studies of broiler chicken individual protein FSR

calculated from proteomics data.

Reported broiler chicken FSR values in this study are the first

calculated following a 2H2O labelling approach. Mixed breast muscle

protein FSR values for growing broiler chicken (21 days old) are in line

with most values previously reported in the literature where FSR

ranges between 10% day�1 and 30% day�1.11,13–15,18,69,70 However,

recent studies performed by Maharjan and co-workers have reported

higher FSR values, around 35% day�1.22,23,29 The observed increase

in breast muscle FSR was attributed to the improved genetics of

modern broiler chicken lines. Differences in tracer model, diet

composition, genetic lines or developmental stage (21–25 days as

opposed to 21 days) could contribute towards the disparity found

between the reported values here and those reported by Maharjan

et al. Values for broiler chicken albumin and fibrinogen FSR have not

been previously reported in the literature although values of

31.2/44.8%, 91%, 110.4%, 114.4% and 176% FSR per day have been

reported for mixed liver proteins.12–15,24 Reported FSR values in this

study calculated using two different analytical approaches show good

agreement; however, this comparison has certain limitations:

(a) isolated albumin was not completely pure which could limit the

accuracy of the GC/MS-derived albumin FSR estimates; (b) MMP FSR

was compared with MYHC FSR because it is the most abundant

protein in muscle tissue and the one that would contribute the

most towards MMP FSR; (c) the use of an unequal number of

fibrinogen peptides from different subunits for FSR calculation

resulted from the fact that they were the only acceptable fibrinogen

peptides (according to the described selection criteria) present

across the 15 analysed samples; and (d) the fact that two different

proteomics platforms, whose accuracy for measuring mass

isotopologue intensities might not be equal, were used for the

calculation of dynamic proteomics FSR. Furthermore, the accuracy of

faster FSR values may have been compromised by slow tracer

equilibration and limited early sampling points. Overall agreement

between FSR estimates validate the assumptions used with respect

to the precursor pool for protein synthesis and the use of the

proposed dynamic proteomics approach for the measurement of

individual broiler protein FSR.

A new methodology for the calculation of individual protein FSR

has been developed and validated in this study. This methodology

offers an economic advantage when compared to other strategies and

is especially convenient for its use on free-living animals.

Implementation of this approach on larger animals, allowing repeated

blood sampling from the same individual, would reduce the variability

of the precursor term and improve the reliability of FSR estimations.

This methodology could help in expanding dynamic proteomics

studies to farm animals, helping to better characterize growth and

immunity metabolism as well as assessing the effect of different

experimental variables, which could in turn result in the

characterization of novel biomarkers and contribute towards healthier

and more profitable livestock systems.
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Additional supporting information can be found online in the

Supporting Information section at the end of this article.
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